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Abstract 
We develop a novel forecast combination based on the order statistics of individual predictability when 
many forecasts are available. To this end, we define the notion of forecast depth, which measures the size 
of forecast errors during the training period and provides a ranking among different forecast models. The 
forecast combination is in the form of a depth-weighted trimmed mean, where the group of models with 
the worst forecasting performance during the training period is dropped. We derive the limiting 
distribution of the depth-weighted forecast combination, based on which we can readily construct 
forecast confidence intervals. Using this novel forecast combination, we forecast the national level of 
new COVID-19 cases in the U.S. and compare it with other approaches including the ensemble forecast 
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. We find that the depth-weighted forecast 
combination yields more accurate predictions compared with other forecast combinations. 
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1 Introduction  
Since the seminal work by Bates and Granger (1969), forecast combinations have been success-
fully used in many empirical studies when multiple forecasts of the same variable are available. 
The forecast combination becomes one of the core methods of forecasting practice, as the cost 
of collecting real-time forecasts has been dropped significantly. It is also known that combined 
forecasts often produce better forecasts than the ex ante best single forecasting model. See 
Clemen (1989), Stock and Watson (2001), and Timmermann (2006), for instance, for survey of 
this literature. 
When we know the individual forecasting models and their information sets (i.e., the pre-
dictors), we can readily find the optimal weights by minimizing the forecast mean squared error 
loss. We can also apply ensemble methods in machine learning such as bagging and boosting to 
combine forecasts. Such approaches, however, require a long training period but a small number 
of forecasting models, so that the weights can be estimated. In practice, it is often the case that 
the individual forecasting models are not fully known and only the individual forecast reports 
are available. Even when the individual forecasting models and the information sets are known, 
pooling of information sets is either impossible or prohibitively costly particularly in real-time 
practice (e.g., Diebold and Pauly, 1990). In such cases, it is common to use the equally weighted 
average of forecasts or the weighted average based on the inverse squared forecast error values 
(e.g., Stock and Watson, 2001). The equal weight approach is the most popular one because 
it is simple but outperforms the estimated optimal weights, which is often called the “forecast 
combination puzzle”. 
In this paper, we propose a forecast combination based on the order statistics of individual 
predictability when many forecasts are available. We assume data rich environment of the 
forecasts but we do not require the knowledge of each forecasting model nor its information set. 
The weights can be obtained using the cross-section information and hence we do not need a 
long training period to estimate the weights. 
More precisely, we modify the notion of data depth (e.g., Zuo and Serfling, 2000; Lee and 
Sul, 2019) in the context of forecast combination and develop the forecast depth, which measures 
the nearness of each vector of forecasts toward the vector of observed values over the training 
period. The forecast depth provides a ranking among the forecasting models. The weights for 
forecast combination are proportional to the forecast depth after trimming out the forecasts from 
the group of the worst performers. In this sense, this novel weighting scheme shares the idea of 
the rank-based approach (e.g., Aiolfi and Timmermann, 2006) and the idea of trimming (e.g., 
Granger and Jeon, 2004) in forecast combination. The depth-weighted forecast combination is 
in the form of the L-statistic, and thus it is more robust toward very bad forecasts than the 
equally-weighted combination. One limitation of the depth-weighted forecast combination is 
that it ignores the correlation structure among the forecast errors, though it is quite a common 
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practice in the literature. 
The main contribution of this paper can be summarized in three folds. First, we develop 
the forecast depth, based on which we can readily rank the forecasting performance over mul-
tiple periods and construct a robust forecast combination in the form of the depth-weighted 
trimmed mean. This approach only requires the forecast values and does not need to know each 
forecasting model. The number of forecasts can be large and the training period can be very 
short. Second, we derive the limiting distribution of the depth-weighted forecast combination 
with trimming, which can be used to construct a confidence interval of the prediction without 
relying on subsampling. Both the weight and the trimming threshold depend on the level of 
each forecast depth, and hence they are treated random in deriving the limiting distribution. 
Since the proposed forecast combination can cover popular ones as its special cases, such as the 
equal-weight forecast combination, the trimmed forecast combination, and the median forecast, 
this result also provides limiting distributions of those forecast combinations as well. Third, we 
apply the depth-weighted forecast combination to predict the national level of new COVID-19 
cases in the United States. Using the past forecasts, we find that the new forecast combination 
yields around 80% of the forecast mean squared error than the ensemble forecast reported by 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. As of January 14, 2021, we also report the 
forecasts for the next four weeks, which shows a more volatile trend than the ensemble forecast 
and predicts up to 10% higher new cases in the next four weeks. 
It is worthy noting that the depth-weighted forecast combination uses cross-sectional dis-
tribution information in prediction, which can be time-varying. In the recent works, Joon Y. 
Park has developed novel approaches to estimate distributional dynamics and unknown trends 
in time series distribution. For example, see Chang, Kim, and Park (2016), Hu, Park, and 
Qian (2017), and Chang, Kaufmann, Kim, Miller, Park, and Park (2020). Once the unknown 
stochastic trend in the distribution of many forecasts is estimated, this information can be used 
to model the dynamics of forecast depth and reinforce forecast combination especially in long 
horizon forecasting. We do not consider this method here, but it will be a very promising and 
interesting topic for future research. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the forecast depth and 
develops the depth-weighted trimmed forecast combination. Section 3 examines the performance 
of the proposed forecast combination with the new COVID-19 cases in the U.S. and reports the 
forecasts for the next four weeks. Section 4 summarizes the asymptotic properties of the depth-
weighted forecast combination. Section 5 concludes with some remarks. 
2 
2 Forecast Depth and Depth-Weighted Forecast Combination 
As in Bates and Granger (1969), we suppose there are   forecasts +1 of 0+1 for  = 1     .
Such multiple forecasts can come from different forecasting models or from different agents. We 
consider forecast combination in the form of 
X  
b +1 = +1 (1) 
=1 
for some potentially time-varying weights . In particular, we consider the weight based on 
the data depth (e.g., Zuo and Serfling, 2000; Lee and Sul, 2019) of forecast error vector at given 
. 
More precisely, we let   = ( +1      1 )0 be the  × 1 vector of forecasts in the − −
training period, which is the most recent  observations, and  0      = (
0 0 0
−+1       1 −  )
0 be the 
 × 1 vector of the observed values during this period. We denote the forecast error vector of  
as 
 =  −  0   .
We let  be a  × 1 vector with kk = 1. Given  , we d efine the normalized forecast error 
distance between  and  (or the forecast outlyingness) as ¯ ¯
|0| ¯ 0( −  0 ¯ O  )  = = , 
  
where  ∈ (0∞) is some dispersion measure of 0 that is affine invariant and measurable 
to the information set at 1, I   = (∪  { 0=1  } ). For instance, under the assumption that ≤
{} is a random sample from a common distribution across , we can consider the square root 
of the forecast mean squared error (FMSE), 
 = (E[(0 2 12) |I]) ,
or the forecast median absolute deviation (FMAD),2 
© ¡ ̄ ¯ ¢ ª
 = inf   : P ¯0 ̄  ≤ |I ≥ 12 .
 (2)  
 (3)  
1When 0 =  = 0, we define O = 0. 
2When the distribution of {} is heterogeneous across , we can even consider O = | 0 | , where  
 = (1    )
0 be a  × 1 vector with kk = 1  for all . In such cases,  can be alternatively defined as    
)12(lim→∞ −1 =1 E (
0 
)
2 and lim→∞ med1≤≤ inf { : P (| 0 | ≤ ) ≥ 12}, respectively. 
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The forecast depth is defined as3 
1 D = . 
1 +O 
By construction, the forecast depth D takes values between  zero a nd one;  it is one w hen  
 = 0. It also satisfies the typical properties of the data depth (e.g., Zuo and Serfling, 2000). 
In particular, for a given , D does not change from any location shift or rescaling of  
(Affine Invariance); D reaches the maximal value 1 if the model  makes perfect prediction 
(Maximality at Center); D decreases monotonically as it moves away from the maximal depth 
location, the deepest point (Monotonicity Relative to the Deepest Point); and  reaches to the D
minimal value 0 as the forecast error diverges (Vanishing at Infinity). The monotonicity yields 
a well-defined quantile function of 0 since it excludes any quantile-crossing problem, which 
is to be the key to construct a depth-based trimming in the weight . The last property is 
important for the forecast robustness against very under-performed forecasters or outliers. 
The forecast depth D is in a similar form as the “projection depth”.4 However, unlike the 
projection depth, it considers the distance from each forecast toward the observed value (i.e., the 
forecast error) instead of the distance toward a central location parameter of the distribution of 
, such as the mean or the median. More importantly, we preset the normalization vector  
in our case that can be potentially heterogeneous, whereas the typical projection depth needs 
to search for the  vector so that the outlyingness is maximized. The latter feature is unique in 
the forecasting problem, which is valid because one often has ordering of the importance among 
0the forecast errors during the training period  = (−+1 − 0 −+1     −1 − 0 −1  − 0) . 
Several examples of the normalization vector  can be considered. If we consider the forecast 
performance in the most recent observations are more important than the distant ones, we can P0let the th element of  = (1    ) as  = () =1 () for  = 1     , where  
(·) is some non-increasing one-side kernel function. Examples include the discount factor 
approach by Bates and Granger (1969) such that () = − for some   1, and  the Box—  
Cox transform weights by Diebold and Pauly (1987). If we treat all the forecast errors during the 
training period equally important, then  = 1. Note that such choices of  do not require 
3 It should be emphasized that the original notion of depth is mainly motivated to define a robust central 
location of multi-dimensional variables, which is not straightforward to define by simply extending the standard 
notion of median for univariate variables. In our case, on the other hand, the central location is already given as 
the vector of observed values  
0 , and hence the forecast depth provides a normalized distance from a vector of 
forecasts  toward the vector of observed values  
0 . 
4The projection depth is defined as follow. For an i.i.d. sample {}, the projection depth of  is given as 
D = 1[1 + O], where the outlyingness is defined as 
O =  sup  |0 − (0)|(0) 
∈R:kk=1 
for some location and dispersion parameters (0) and (0) of the distribution of 0. 
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a balanced longitudinal data structure in , that is all forecasts are not necessarily available 
over the given training period. Therefore, we can even define heterogeneous normalization vector P = (1     )0 by letting  = () =1 () for  = 1      with  ≤  for 
each . 
When a balanced data of  is available and if we consider that individual forecast +1 
follows a homogeneous autoregressive structure, then  can be obtained from the normal-Pized fitted () coefficients in +1 = =1  +1− + +1. We  can  also  let   bePthe normalized inverse of cross-sectional FMSE, (1) (−+1 −  0 −+1)2, at  each  time  =1 
{− + 1     − 1 } during the  training period, which is of a similar normalization scheme 
as the standard Mahalanobis distance. 
The forecast depth provides a ranking of predictability among the forecasting models or 
agents, since the better performing models have higher levels of forecast depth. We can also 
use the forecast depth as a tool to detect very under-performed forecasting models. We hence 
propose to define the weight for the forecast combination in (1) that is proportional to the 
individual forecast depth. More precisely, we set some trimming parameter  ∈ (0 1) and let 
1{Db ≥ } (Db)
 = P ,  (4)  
=1 1{Db ≥ } (Db) 
where 1{·} is the binary indicator,  (·) is some scalar weight function, and the forecast depth 
estimator Db is defined as ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 ¯ 1 ( −  0)b bD = with O = 
1 +Ob b 
for some consistent estimator b. For each of the aforementioned examples, we can use 
Ã !12X 
b = 1 0( −  0)( −  0)0  
=1 
and ¯ ¯ ¯ b = med1≤≤ ¯ 0( −  0) , 
respectively. Since we define the training period over a rolling window of the most recent  
periods, the weight in (4) is naturally time-varying. 
From (1) and (4), the proposed combined forecast is then defined as a form of the trimmed 
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depth-weighted mean given as 
P 1 b=1 {D ≥ } ( bD)+1b+1 = P , b b
=1 1{D ≥ } (D)
where { 5+1} =1 are the individual forecasts of +1 at the current time . This combined 
forecast assigns the weight on +1 based on its forecast depth during the training period: if 
the th model’s forecast error 0 is near zero and hence the forecast depth estimator bD is 
near maximum, then its forecast +1 gets a high weight; if its forecast error is too large, on the 
other hand, it is trimmed and gets a zero weight. In this sense, unlike the forecast combination 
based on the equal weights or forecast mean squared errors, the depth-weighted trimmed forecast 
combination b+1 in (5) is robust toward very under-performed (or outlying) forecasts over the 
training period. Note that the trimming scheme is random as it depends on bD, so  b+1 is a 
randomly trimmed forecast combination. 
Based on the  choice  of   and  (·), b+1 in (5) can cover popular forecast combinations. For 
instance, when  (·) = 1, b+1 is the equally weighed combined forecast with trimming, which 
converges to the trimmed mean of +1 if E[+1] exists; when  = 0 in addition, it is simply 
the equally weighed combined forecast. When  = max b1≤≤ D, b+1 is t he same as  +1 
whose forecast depth is the maximal. For the case with  = 1, this maximal depth forecast 
corresponds to the forecast of agent  whose forecasts has been the most accurate (i.e., ex ante 
the best single forecast). When +1 has a density function that is elliptically symmetric about 
its mode, this maximal depth forecast becomes the median combination forecast. 
 (5)  
3 Forecasting New COVID-19 Cases 
We apply the depth-weighted forecast combination (5) to predict weekly COVID-19 cases in 
the United States. The data is collected from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) COVID Data Tracker (https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#forecasting_weekly-
deaths) as of January 11, 2021, which is update on January 14, 2021. The dataset includes 
weekly forecast history from 34 individual modeling groups.6 It also includes the ensemble fore-
cast that is reported in the weekly forecast digest by the CDC, where the confidence interval 
at each prediction point is calculated as the average of the corresponding quantiles across all 
5For  ≥ 1, the  -step ahead combined forecast can be similarly defined as  
=1 1{D ≥ } (D)++ = . 
=1 1{D ≥ } (D) 
6The  list  of  the  agents  and  details  of  the  forecasting  models  can  be  found  at  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/mathematical-modeling.html. 
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individual model forecasts (Busetti 2017).7 
First, we compare different forecast combination approaches, including the ensemble fore-
cast reported by the CDC (Ensemble), equally-weighted average (Equal), inverse FMSE based 
average (iMSE), and the forecast-depth based average (FD) developed in this paper. For the 
forecast-depth based combination, we consider 4 different cases by combining the following 
choices. For a given training period size , FD is the forecast-depth using the normalization 
vector  = 1 and FD is one using (normalized)  = 1 − (( − 1)). For each forecast 
depth, the type of b is specified in the parentheses: “(mse)” uses the square root of the sample P 12FMSE, b = (−1 =1(0)2) , and “(mad)” uses the sample FMAD, b = med1≤≤|0|. 
Note that we do not have a balanced longitudinal data structure in this exercise since each mod-
eling group has a different length of forecast history. Instead of artificially forming a balanced 
longitudinal data, we define the  training period as the most recent  forecasts from the target 
forecasting week. For a given target forecasting week, any modeling group  is dropped in the 
average if it does not have at least  most recent forecasts to form the training period. Model-
ing groups often report several forecasts for the same week; in such cases, we use the very last 
forecast (the most recent one) for that week. 
Tables 1 to 4 report the FMSE comparisons among different forecast combinations for -
week ahead forecasting for  = 1     4, respectively. Values in the tables are the ratio of the 
FMSE of each combined forecast to that of the ensemble forecast by the CDC, that are averaged 
over the most recent 15 weeks of forecasting performance, from the week ending on 10/3/2020 
to the week ending on 1/9/2021. So, values less than 1 implies that the FMSE is smaller than 
that of the ensemble forecast; smaller values implies better performance. At the current time ¡ ¢2P −15 , the FMSE is calculated as (115) b − 0 for each combined forecast b = −1 +1 +1 +1. 
In each table,  is the training period size, “trim” is the trimming proportion from the entire 
cross-section, and  is the average sample size having  training periods. The forecast-depth 
based combination shows good performance with about 80% of the FMSE of the ensemble 
forecast. It also outperforms other methods in general. For some cases, the inverse FMSE based 
average outperforms the forecast-depth based method, but its performance is not stable. We 
can conclude that the forecast-depth based combination yields quite stable and outperforming 
prediction in general. 
Second, based on the available forecasts up to the week ending 1/9/2021, we report pre-
dictions for the next 4 weeks (ending on 1/16/2021, 1/23/2021, 1/30/2021, 2/6/2021) as of 
January 14, 2021. For each -week ahead prediction ( = 1     4), we consider 30 different 
cases of  = 1     5 and  = 00 01     05 for each of the four forecast combinations, 
FD(mse), FD(mad), FD(mse), and FD(mad). Figure 1 reports the predictions of the av-
erage among these depth-weighted forecast combinations in black square line (avgFD) and the 
7For further details about the ensemble forecast, see medRxiv 2020.08.19.20177493; doi: 
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.08.19.20177493. 
7 
Table 1: 1-step ahead FMSE ratio to the Ensemble forecast 























































































































































avg 23.6 0.8826 0.7993 0.8074 0.8057 0.8203 0.8185 
Note: Values in the table are the ratio of the forecast mean square error of each combined forecast to that of the 
ensemble forecast, that are averaged over the most recent 15 weeks of forecasting, 10/3/2020 - 1/9/2021. 
8 
Table 2: 2-step ahead FMSE ratio to the Ensemble forecast 























































































































































avg 23.3 0.8806 0.8688 0.7937 0.7921 0.7988 0.7973 
Note: Values in the table are the ratio of the forecast mean square error of each combined forecast to that of the 
ensemble forecast, that are averaged over the most recent 15 weeks of forecasting, 10/3/2020 - 1/9/2021. 
9 
Table 3: 3-step ahead FMSE ratio to the Ensemble forecast 























































































































































avg 23.0 0.8733 0.9973 0.8271 0.8302 0.8240 0.8276 
Note: Values in the table are the ratio of the forecast mean square error of each combined forecast to that of the 
ensemble forecast, that are averaged over the most recent 15 weeks of forecasting, 10/3/2020 - 1/9/2021. 
10 
Table 4: 4-step ahead FMSE ratio to the Ensemble forecast 























































































































































avg 22.7 0.8644 0.9514 0.8227 0.8217 0.8239 0.8242 
Note: Values in the table are the ratio of the forecast mean square error of each combined forecast to that of the 
ensemble forecast, that are averaged over the most recent 15 weeks of forecasting, 10/3/2020 - 1/9/2021. 
11 
Figure 1: COVID-19 New Cases Forecast (US National) 
ensemble forecast reported by the CDC in blue circle line (Ensemble). It also includes the average 
of each forecast combination (FD(mse), FD(mad), FD(mse), FD(mad)) over 30 different 
choices of ( ), but they are very close to each other and hence almost indistinguishable 
from their average, avgFD. The pointwise 95% confidence interval of the avgFD forecast point is 
obtained as the average of the confidence intervals of each depth-weighted forecast combinations 
using the normal approximation based on (9) in the following section. The prediction based on 
the depth-weighted forecast combination shows a more volatile trend than the ensemble forecast 
does and predicts up to 10% higher new cases in the next four weeks. But the ensemble forecast 
values are within the 95% confidence interval of the forecast depth combination. In particular, 
the forecasts and the 95% confidence intervals are given in Table 5. 
Finally, we report some of the forecast depth values. The forecast depth naturally gives a 
ranking among the forecasting models based on their past performance. Therefore, we can use 
this information to tell the performance of each model. As an illustration, we report the forecast 
depth of FD(mse) for the length of training period  = 1     5 ending at 1/9/2021. Figures 2 
to 6 depict the scatter plots of the forecast depth values to the forecasting error of all the forecast 
12 
Table 5: New COVID-19 cases prediction 
forecasting week avgFD 95% CI of avgFD Ensemble 
1/16/2021 1706930 [1636061, 1777798] 1700701 
1/23/2021 1375329 [1259383, 1491274] 1409573 
1/30/2021 1878847 [1642163, 2115530] 1780502 
2/6/2021 1927617 [1629979, 2225256] 1753039 
Note: Values in the table are predictions of the new COVID-19 case in the following four weeks, as of January 
14, 2021. 
modeling groups in the sample for each . Interestingly, during this recent training periods, we 
can find that some models consistently report more accurate predictions than others.8 
Figure 2: Forecast Depth (k=1) 
4 Limiting Distribution of Combined Forecast 
We now derive limiting distribution of the depth-weighted forecast combination (5), based on 
which we can conduct further inferences. For each , we define a (normalized) forecasting error 
8The lable on each dot represents the modeling group. The list of them is availabe from the authors upon 
request. 
13 
Figure 3: Forecast Depth (k=2) 
Figure 4: Forecast Depth (k=3) 
14 
Figure 5: Forecast Depth (k=4) 
Figure 6: Forecast Depth (k=5) 
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vector given as Ã ! Ã ! 
0 0( −  0 )  +1 = = ∈ R2, 
+1 +1 − 0+1  
which is a random sample from an underlying distribution   = (1 2)0 for all . To s implify  
the notations, we drop the subscript “” in the distribution notations in what follows. When 
we further suppose that  ( +1
0  
  +1)
0 = (−+1      +1)0 ∈ R is stationary over ,
though it is not required to derived the results below, this simplification is natural. Note 
that, however, imposing stationarity of the forecasting error does not exclude the potential 
nonstationarity of the observed series ( 00 0     +1 )
0 and the forecast series (
0
  +1)
0. The depth 
estimator bD is only based on the forecasting errors in the training set  through the form 
of 0 = 0( −  0 ), and hence we write bD = D(0 b1) and D = (0 1), 
where b b b 0 denotes 9 D = (1 2)  the empirical distribution of (0   +1)0. Similarly, we denote b  = (  b0 ) bO O  1 , O = O(0 1),  = (1), and  b = (1). 
Using these notations, we can rewrite the sample forecast error of the depth-weighted 
trimmed combined forecast b+1 in (5) as 
(b) ≡ b+1 − 0+1 P ¡ ¢ 
=1 +1 − 0+1  1{D(0 b1) ≥ } (D( b0 1)) = P 1 (  b )    ( (  b )) R =1 {D 0  1 ≥ } D 0  1
21{D(1 b1) ≥ } (D(1 b1))b () 
= R ,  (6)  
1{D(1 b1) ≥ } (D(1 b1))b1 (1) 
where  = (1 2)0 ∈ R2 . As the number of forecasts  increases, (b) will converge to a 
depth-weighted trimmed mean forecast error given by10 
R 
21{D(1 1) ≥ } (D(1 1)) ()
( ) =  R (7)
1{D(1 1) ≥ } (D(1 1))1 (1) 
provided sup∈R |b − | = (1) and sup∈R2 |b() −  ()| = (1), which holds in general 
from the standard results. We can rewrite the numerator of ( ) in (7) as 
Z ½Z ¾ 
22|1 (2) 1 {D(1 1) ≥ }  (D(1 1))1 (1) ,  (8)  
9By the affine invariance property of the depth, we have D(0 1) =  D(  1), where   1 is the joint 
distribution of  ∈ R . 
10  Since 1{D(1 1) ≥ } (D(1 1))1 (1) =  1{D(1 1) ≥ } (D(1 1)) (), ( ) can be also 
written as  
21{D(1 1) ≥ } (D(1 1)) ()
( ) =   . 
1{D(1 1) ≥ } (D(1 1)) () 
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R 
where 22|1 (2) =  E [+1|0]. This expression implies that the mean forecast error 
( ) in (7) is a weighted average of the projection of +1 on a linear combination of the past 
forecast errors 0, where the weights are given by 1{D(· 1) ≥ } (D(· 1)) that is based 
on the linear combination of the forecast error during the training period. 
To obtain the asymptotic representation of the depth-weighted forecast combination, we 
define the influence function of ( ) in (7). We let  be the point-mass distribution at  ∈ R2 
and  ( ) = (1  − ) +  be a version of  that is contaminated by an  amount of an 
arbitrary point-mass distribution at , where  0 ≤  ≤ 1. Then, the influence function of ( ) is 
defined as 
1 
(; ( )) = lim {( ( )) − ( )}
→0+  
and the limiting distribution of (b) can be obtained from 
√ 
 (b) − ( ) = √ 1 (+1; ( )) +  (1) ³ ´ X
 
=1 
for given . To this end, we first assume the following conditions, similarly as Wu and Zuo (2009) 
and Lee and Sul (2019). We define 
√b(·) =  (b1(·) − 1(·)), 
√ 
b(·) =  (D(· b1) −D(· 1)). 
We also let  (·) =  −((1 − ))(·) and  (·) = ((1  − ))(·). 
Assumption 1 (i)  (·) is continuously differentiable with a bounded derivative ̇ (·). (ii) R R 
1{D(1 1) ≥ } (D(1 1))1 (1)  0 and |2|1{D(1 1) ≥ } (D(1 1)) ()  
∞. (iii) (b1) (1) ∈ (0∞) with satisfying sup∈R |(b1)−(1)| = (1). (iv)  sup∈R2 |b()− R 
 ()| = (1). (v) The joint density function (1 2) of +1 exists and satisfies (2 − 
( ))(1 2)2 ∞ at 1 = (1) (1). 
The following theorem summarizes the asymptotic properties of (b) in (6). Note that 
DbD ∈ I but we allow that +1 ∈ I+1. 
Theorem 1 Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Then, for given  and , (b) → ( ) as →∞. 
Furthermore, 
³ ´ √ 1 X 





1(+1; ( )) + 2(+1; ( )) +  (+1; ( )) (+1; ( )) = R 3
1(1 1) (D(1 1))1 (1) 
with 
1(+1; ( )) = (+1 − ( ))1(0 1) (D(0 1)), Z 
˙2(+1; ( )) = (2 − ( ))1(1 1) (D(1 1))(0; D(1 1)) () , Z 
1 
3(+1; ( )) = 
− 
 ()(0;  (1)) (2 − ( ))((1) 2)2
 Z 
1 − −   ()(0;  ( 1)) (2 − ( ))((1) 2)2,
and 
O(1 1)(·;  (1))
(·; D(1 1)) =  , 2 (1) (1  +  O(1 1))
1(1 1) = 1 { (1) ≤ 1 ≤ (1)} . 
 
(·;  (1)) is the influence function of  (1). Consequently, 
√
((b) − ( )) → N (0 2+1 ) £ ¤ 
as →∞, where  2 +1 = E  (+1; ( ))2 .
Proof The consistency follows from Lemma A.5 and Theorem 6 of Zuo (2006) since we have 
¯ ¯¯ ¯¯ ¯
 b 1 1 sup |D(1 1) −D(1 1) ¯
R 
| = s up ¯  
 ∈ ∈R 1 ¯ 1 +  |0| (b ) − 1 +  |0| (1) ¯ ¯ 1¯¯̄
 (b ¯1) − (1) ̄  
= s up  +   (1) = (1) 
∈R (1 + |0| 2(1))
as we assume sup∈R |(b1) − (1)| = (1). The asymptotic normality follows similarly as 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Wu and Zuo (2009), so we sketch the proof here. Since  (·)   (·), 
we write R 
= R √  ´³ ∗ 21{D(1 b1) ≥ } (D(1 b1))b ()√ (b) − ( ) 
1{D(1 b1) ≥ } (D(1 b1))b1 (1) 
18 
 √ R o (  n R 1)   b b∗  2 2 1 (2|1)  (D(1 1))b1 (1)(1) |
= R ,(1)  ( (1 b1))b1 (1)
(1) D




1 =  b(1) (D(1 1))b1(1), 
(1)Z (1)  n o
2 = b(1)√   (D(1 b1)) −  (D(1 1)) b1(1), 
((1) )Z √ (   1) Z (1)
2 =  − b(1) (D( b b1 1))1(1), 
(1) (1) 
R 
where b(1) =  ∗2b 2|1 (2|1). 
For 1, we immediately have 
Z √ 1 X ∗ 1 =  21{D(1  b1) ≥ } (D(1 1)) () =  √ 1, 
=1 
where © ª 
1 = (+1 − ( ))1 (1) ≤ 0 ≤ (1)  (D(0 1)). R 
For 2,  we note that sup 1 ∈R |b( 1) − (1)| = (1) with (1) =  ∗22|1 (2|1) from the 
standard results of nonparametric conditional expectation estimators. We thus have 
Z (1) 
2 = (1)̇ (∆b (1))b (1)b1(1) +   (1) 
(1) 
for some ∆b (1) between D(1 b1) and D(1 1), where  sup1∈[(1)(1)] |∆b (1)−D(1 1)| ≤ 
sup1∈[(1)(1)] |D(1 b1) − D(1 1)| ≤  sup∈R |(b1) − (1)| =  (1) for some positive 
 ∞. By Lemma A.3 of Wu and Zuo (2009), sup1∈[(1)(1)](1 + |1|)|b(1)| = (1) and 
there exists (1; D(1 1)) such that b(1) =  R (1; D(1 1))b(1) +  (1) uniformly over 
1 ∈ [(1) (1)]. Similarly as the proof of Theorem 2 in Lee and Sul (2019), therefore, we 
can verify that 
Z (1) µZ ¶ 
2 = (1)̇ (D(1 1)) (1; D(1 1))b(1) 1(1) +   (1) 
(1)ZZ  
=  ∗ 21 {(1) ≤ 1 ≤ (1)} ̇ (D(1 1))(1; D(1 1)) ()b(1) +   (1) 
19 
1 X
= √ 2 +  (1) , 
=1 
where Z 
 ˙2 = 
∗
21 {(1) ≤ 1 ≤ (1)}  (D(1 1))(0; D(1 1)) () 
and (·; D(1 1)) is the influence function of D(· 1) given by 
O(1 1)(1;  (1))
(1; D(1 1)) = 
 (1) (1  +  O 2 (1 1))






D(1 1))1(1) Z 1 ( √ 1)−  (1) (D(1 1))1(1) +   (1) 
(1) ZZ  ( √ 1)
= ∗  2 (D(1 1))(1 2)12 
(1) ZZ  ( √ 1)−  ∗ 2 ( (1 1))(1 2)12 +  (1) Z (n 1) D o
= ∗  b2 √ ( 1) − (1)  (D((1) 1))((1) 2)2Z n o
− ∗ 2  
√
 ( b1) − (1)  (D((1) 1))((1) 2)2 +  (1)
1 X  
= √ 
 3 
+  (1) , 
=1 
where Z 
∗ 3 =  ()(
0; (1)) 2((1) 2)2 Z 
∗ − ()(0; (1)) 2((1) 2)2 
since D((1) 1) =  D((1) 1) =   .  Note that the  influence functions of (1) and (1) 
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are defined as 
(1; (1)) = ((1 − ))(1;  (1)), 
(1; (1)) = −((1 − ))(1;  (1)). 
R  R 
We can similarly y (1   verif  ) ( b b
(1) D ( )(1   11))1 ( 1) =   (D(1 1))1 (1) +   (1) in (1) 
the denominator, and the desired result follows by combining the expressions 1, 2, and  3 
above. ¤ 
From Theorem 1, we can conclude that the depth-weighted forecast combination b+1 satisfies 
 © ª 
b+1 → 0+1  +( ) and √(b 0 2+1 − +1  + ( ) ) → N (0 +1 ) as →∞. Apparently, when 
( ) = 0, b+1 becomes a consistent forecast. £ ¤ 
The specific form of the asymptotic variance 2 = E  +1 (+1; ( ))
2 depends on the the 




( 11;  (1)) = 
− |I
2(E[(0 2 12 ) |I])
when 0  E[(0 2) |I]  ∞ using influence function of the mean. For the FMAD  in (3), 
we let sgn() = 1  if   0 ; 0 if  = 0; −1 if   0 . Then, using the influence functions of the 
median, we can derive 
sgn (1 
(1;  (1)) = 
−  (0))
,
21 ( (0)) 
where  (0) = i nf {  : P (|0| ≤ |I) ≥ 12} is the conditional median of 0, provided  
that the marginal density function 1 (·) of 0 at  satisfies 0  1 ( (0)) ∞. Therefore, 
the choice if  determines the robustness of the forecast combination. When the support of  is  1 
not bounded, the influence function of the FMSE is not necessarily bounded, whereas that of the 
FMAD is bounded. Hence the latter is more robust towards outliers or very under-performed 
forecasts. 
Though the analytical form of 2 is complicated, it can be simply estimated as+1 
h√ i2PX£√ ¤ 2 =1 1{Db ≥ } (Db) (+1 − b+1) 
b 2+1 =  (+1 − b+1) = hP i2 
=1 1{Db ≥ } (Db)=1 
because b+1 is in the form of a weighted average. Hence, the 100(1 −)% pointwise confidence 
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interval of the combined forecast b+1can be readily obtained as ∙ ¸
b+1
b+1 ± 2 √ ,  (9)  
 
where 2 is the (1 − (2))th quantile of the standard normal distribution. 
5 Concluding R emarks  
In this paper, we develop the notion of forecast depth and a depth-weighted forecast combination 
with trimming. Since the weights are not obtained by minimizing some loss function, we do not 
discuss any optimality properties. However, the weights can be calculated even when we have 
many forecasts but the training period is as short as just one, and hence it has much potential 
in practice as complementing other forecast combinations. In comparison, when long training 
period is available, a recent work by Diebold and Shin (2019) uses LASSO in estimating the 
weights by minimizing a 2 loss function with a 1 penalty term, from which we can also obtain 
weights with some trimming (or selection). 
Though we focus on a specific form of the forecast depth, we can also consider other types of 
depth and extend them to this context. When we have a balanced longitudinal data structure 
(i.e., all forecasts are available over the same period), we can construct the forecast depth based 
on the Mahalanobis distance. It uses the -dimensional vector of the forecast error  as 
0 Σ−1   without any normalization, where Σ is the  ×  variance matrix of , and hence
it counts the forecast performance of a specific time during the training period more heavily if 
the cross-sectional FMSE is small. The projection depth is another option, provided the length 
of the training period is short and the number of forecasts is very large, though its computation 
becomes almost infeasible if the length of training period is larger than two. For more discussions 
of these depths, see Lee and Sul (2019). 
We can use this forecast combination idea for multivariate forecasting. Since we can construct 
depth-based contour (i.e., multivariate quantile), it can provide a ranking among different mod-
els based on their forecast performance for multiple economic variables together. In addition, 
depending on the choice of the dispersion term , the depth-weighted forecast combination does 
not necessarily require existence of the moments of the forecasts. Therefore, it can be applied 
for financial data with fat-tailed distributions. 
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